Seminars - Spring 2016

Seminars with an * are being offered jointly by the Department of Agricultural Economics and the Department of Economics

*Thursday, February 18, 3:30pm, Clark C248
Estimating Dynamic Games of Electoral Competition to Evaluate Term Limits in U.S. Gubernatorial Elections
Speaker: Holger Sieg, University of Pennsylvania

Friday, February 19, 2:30pm, Avogadro’s
Exploring Shifts in Rural America
Panel: D. Brown, Cornell; C. Goemans and S. Weiler, Colorado State University; Susan Moore, La Luna Dairy
Moderator: Lou Swanson, Colorado State University
Organizer: Becca Jablonski, Colorado State University

Week of February 25-No seminars

Thursday, March 3, 3:30pm, Clark C358
Environmental Uncertainty and Common Property Resource Use with Heterogeneous Users
Speaker: Alex Maas, Colorado State University

Thursday, March 10, 3:30pm, Clark C358
Social Drivers of Aspirations Formation and Failure in Rural Nepal
Speaker: Nicholas Magnan, University of Georgia

Spring Break week of March 14-No seminars

Thursday, March 24, 3:30pm, Clark C358
Water Markets
Speaker: Brett Bovee, West Water Research

*Friday, April 1, 3:00pm, Behavioral Science, Room 103
The Deepwater Horizon Spill from Two Perspectives
Speakers: Charles F. Mason, University of Wyoming and David Chapman, US Forest Service

Thursday, April 7, No Seminar

Friday, April 15, 3:00p, Behavioral Sciences 103
The Relationship between Price and Market Structure: Evidence from the US Food Retail Industry
Speaker: Vardges Hovhannisyan, University of Wyoming

Thursday, April 21, 2:00pm, Lory Student Center, Room 300
Grad Research Symposium

*Friday, April 29, 3:00pm, Behavioral Science, Room 103
Productive Inefficiency in Dairy Farming and Cooperation between Spouses: Evidence from Senegal
Speaker: Jessica Hoel, Colorado College